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Abstract Due to their transient nature, spontaneous ter-

minations of atrial fibrillation (AF) are difficult to inves-

tigate. Apparently, confounding experimental findings

about the time scale of this phenomenon have been

reported, with values ranging from 1 s to 1 min. We pro-

pose a biophysical modeling approach to study the mech-

anisms of spontaneous termination in two models of AF

with different levels of dynamical complexity. 8 s pre-

ceding spontaneous terminations were studied and the

evolution of cycle length and wavefront propagation were

documented to assess the time scale and anatomical loca-

tion of the phenomenon. Results suggest that termination

mechanisms are dependent on the underlying complexity

of AF. During simulated AF of low complexity, the total

process of spontaneous termination lasted 3,200 ms and

was triggered in the left atrium 800 ms earlier than in the

right atrium. The last fibrillatory activity was observed

more often in the right atrium. These asymmetric termi-

nation mechanisms in both time and space were not

observed during spontaneous terminations of complex AF

simulations, which showed less predictable termination

patterns lasting only 1,600 ms. This study contributes to

the interpretation of previous clinical observations, and

illustrates how computer modeling provides a comple-

mentary approach to study the mechanisms of cardiac

arrhythmias.

Keywords Atrial fibrillation � Spontaneous termination �
Biophysical modeling

1 Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac

arrhythmia. During an AF episode, the upper chambers of

the heart (the atria) quiver in a chaotic manner instead of

pumping blood effectively. Consequences for patients are

discomfort, blood clot formation and high risk of embolic

stroke [3]. It was discovered very early that AF episodes

could terminate spontaneously, even when the arrhythmia

was long-standing [24]. A better understanding of the

process of spontaneous AF termination could lead to a

more accurate dynamical description of AF, and eventually

to the development of more effective therapies. However,

the mechanisms of spontaneous AF termination are diffi-

cult to study in detail due to their transient nature, and

therefore remain poorly understood.
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Several clinical studies investigated spontaneous AF

termination and illustrated the difficulty to precisely

describe the different underlying mechanisms. A study in

patients with paroxysmal AF reported that changes in the

organization of electrocardiographic signals could be

detected up to 1 min prior to AF termination [2]. Another

study in paroxysmal AF patients found that changes in the

power spectrum of the surface electrocardiogram (ECG)

were abrupt and occurred only during the last 1–2 s of the

AF episode [5, 16]. During another mapping study of

spontaneous AF termination using a basket catheter, the

earliest detectable event was observed on average 4 s

before termination [15].

Similarly, the spatial patterns of electrical activity

leading to AF terminations are not yet fully identified.

According to the ‘‘multiple wavelet’’ hypothesis [14], AF

might terminate either by a simultaneous block of all

fibrillating wavelets, or by a progressive fusion of wavelets

into one massive wavefront. In a study based on intra-atrial

recordings in humans, observations failed to show any

change in number of wavelets or cycle length before

spontaneous AF termination, therefore supporting, but not

proving, the hypothesis that AF wavelets are simulta-

neously annihilated [20]. On the other hand, several studies

demonstrated that AF global organization or cycle length

tended to increase prior to termination, suggesting a pro-

cess of wavelet fusion [2, 15]. In a mapping study, spon-

taneous AF termination was found to be polymorphic with

spatially heterogeneous groups of unstable rhythms and

different dynamical behaviors were observed in the right

atrium (RA) and the left atrium (LA) [15]. Taken together,

these results underline the need for more accurate

dynamical descriptions of the process of spontaneous AF

termination.

Computer simulations permit the generation of a high

number of spontaneously terminated AF episodes in a

much easier way than in clinical settings. A fine analysis

of the dynamical mechanisms can be conducted on dif-

ferent temporal and spatial scales, since all variables of

interest are accessible over time and space, including the

number of fibrillatory wavelets as well as their trajectories

and mutual interactions. We previously developed a bio-

physical model of human atria and studied different

dynamical aspects of AF related to its initiation and per-

petuation [8], as well as the feasibility of therapeutic

strategies for AF [18, 23]. In the present model-based

study, we analyzed episodes of spontaneous AF termi-

nation to assess the temporal and spatial scales of the

mechanisms involved. In order to account for the poly-

morphic nature of AF, two models of AF with distinct

dynamical properties and complexities were investigated,

and differences in simulated AF dynamics between the

RA and the LA were documented.

2 Methods

2.1 Biophysical models of atrial fibrillation

Different computer models of the atria with realistic anat-

omy and electrophysiology were developed over the last

decade [6, 7, 17, 25]. In order to permit the simulation of

long episodes ([1 min) of atrial arrhythmias and therapeutic

interventions [17, 18, 23], computational requirements were

reduced by simplifying these models. In this study, two

biophysical models of AF with an identical anatomical

structure but with different cellular kinetics were used to

simulate AF dynamics with distinct levels of complexity:

(a) a model of meandering AF of type I-II according to the

classification of Konings et al. [11], where only a few

reentries circulate on the atria, and (b) a model of multiple

wavelet AF [14] that could be classified as type-III AF due

to the high number of simultaneous reentries.

2.1.1 Atrial geometry and numerical integration

The atrial geometry used in this work is based on slice-by-slice

segmentation of human magnetic resonance images, and

constructed as a three-dimensional monolayer surface [26].

The resulting geometry included major anatomical obstacles

to propagation (Fig. 1). Three-dimensional anatomical

structures such as Bachmann’s bundle, pectinate muscles or

crista terminalis were not included. The atrial surface was

discretized using triangular elements (400-lm spatial reso-

lution; 100,000 nodes). A finite volume approach was applied

to solve the monodomain propagation equations [19, 26, 27].

Time integration involved operator splitting and adaptive time

steps varying in the range 12.5–50 ls [26]. The resulting error

in conduction velocity (CV) was lesser than 15% compared to

a very fine mesh, but tissue resistivity was adjusted to

Fig. 1 Geometry of the biophysical model of human atria used in this

study: anterior view (on the left) and posterior view (on the right),
with a cut in the septum in the middle. The major anatomical

obstacles including valves and veins are indicated
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compensate for this effect [27]. This parameter adjustment

had little effect on tissue excitability and refractoriness.

Although this error is significant, such discretization levels are

commonly used as a trade-off between accuracy and com-

putational requirements of the numerical problem, and

allowed the generation of large amounts of simulations to

reproduce clinical observations [12, 18].

2.1.2 Two models of atrial fibrillation

The first model aimed at reproducing low-complexity

meandering AF, involving only 1–3 reentries meandering on

the atrial surface. A Courtemanche atrial cellular model [4]

was used with modified channel conductances to simulate

remodeled tissue: the Ito, ICal, and IKur currents were reduced

by 80, 30 and 90%, respectively, and the IKr current was

increased by 50% [7]. These modifications shortened the

action potential duration to 210 ms, while reproducing the

restitution properties measured in human atrial cells during

AF [9]. The atrial substrate was kept homogeneous, and

anisotropy of conduction was not considered. The resistivity

was set to 500 X cm, resulting in a conduction velocity of

*40 cm/s. For this first model, simulated AF was initiated

by decremental ramp pacing at the sino-atrial node region,

starting at a pacing period of 280 ms, with a 1 ms decrement

at each paced beat. The total duration of ramp pacing was

20 s and AF was observed after 9 s.

The second model of AF was based on multiple reen-

trant wavelets [14]. This type of AF was modeled by a

modified Luo–Rudy membrane kinetics model with ionic

properties adapted to those of atrial membrane properties

(Gk = 0.423 mS/cm2, GNa = 16 mS/cm2, and Gsi =

0.085 mS/cm2) [8, 13, 26]. This set of parameters consti-

tuted the baseline model, in which the mean conduction

velocity during sinus rhythm was 70 cm/s (with a resis-

tivity of 200 X cm), and the effective refractory period was

260 ms. AF was initiated in the baseline model by 3 s of

20-Hz burst pacing applied near the sino-atrial node. In

order to perpetuate AF after initiation by pacing, the model

was then adjusted to mimic electrical remodeling as

observed in permanent AF by setting Gsi = 0.055 mS/cm2,

resulting in an APD value of 195 ms [8]. This modification

allowed us to simulate long-lasting episodes (several

minutes) of AF [18]. Such long self-terminating episodes

have not yet been obtained in Courtemanche-based models.

2.2 Analysis of spontaneous termination

2.2.1 Database of spontaneous termination episodes

For each model of AF described above, 50 transmembrane

potential maps were selected as initial conditions (IC)

during the time-course of AF to form an AF database for

the study of spontaneous termination. For the model of

meandering AF, 50 ICs were taken from 9.6 to 19.4 s after

the beginning of ramp pacing, with 200 ms steps. Selecting

the instants during pacing ensured that each IC was suffi-

ciently different from the others, and therefore led to dis-

tinct termination patterns, since at least one pacing pulse

was applied between successive ICs. For the AF model

based on multiple wavelets, ICs were taken every 5 s,

starting after 30 s of freely evolving AF. In the subsequent

simulations, the Gsi conductance slightly increased to a

value of Gsi = 0.06 mS/cm2 corresponding to paroxysmal

AF conditions and enforcing the independence between the

ICs with respect to time integration. Following this pro-

tocol, two AF databases containing 50 different ICs were

created, one for each model of AF. These ICs served as a

starting point for the simulation of the 100 AF episodes

until spontaneous termination occurred.

2.2.2 Temporal analysis

In order to assess the time scales involved in the AF termi-

nation process, the 8-s interval preceding termination was

analyzed. AF cycle length (AFCL) was computed as a spatial

average of the beat-to-beat intervals measured with 64

electrodes uniformly distributed over the surfaces of both

atria (32 on the RA and 32 on the LA). AF dynamics was

characterized by two parameters: the number of wavelets

present in the atria and the number of wavefronts (#WF). A

wavelet was defined as a spatial zone of neighboring atrial

cells with a transmembrane potential higher than -60 mV.

Wavefronts were defined as depolarizing fronts of wavelets

and identified as the zones located at the boundary of a

wavelet with a positive derivative of the transmembrane

potential. There could be more wavefronts than wavelets

since a single wavelet could possibly contain more than one

wavefront. The sampling period was 1 ms for AFCL and

5 ms for #WF. A moving average was applied to these sig-

nals with a sliding window of 1,000 ms to reduce local

fluctuations. Each measure was systematically computed

globally in both atria, and separately in the RA and the LA.

Statistical comparisons of AFCL and #WF between atria

were conducted using Wilcoxon rank sum tests with differ-

ences considered to be significant at p \ 0.001. The time

scale of termination sAFCL was defined as the time between

the onset of the last AFCL increase (identified manually) and

AF termination; s#WF was defined similarly based on #WF.

2.2.3 Spatial analysis

For each simulation, the location of the extinction sites of

the last active reentrant wavefronts before AF termination

was identified by visual inspection. In most cases, these last

wavefronts were annihilated by one or several collisions,
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generating a non-fibrillatory uniform wavefront that died out

in one of the extremities of the geometry 200–500 ms later.

Extinction sites were defined as locations where the last

fibrillatory reentries were blocked by such a collision. A

termination pattern was considered to involve a single

extinction site whenever the last reentry observed in the

tissue was the only remaining one for sufficient period of

time Ts before its extinction. Based on preliminary tests, this

minimal time interval Ts was defined empirically as 30% of

the average AFCL computed across the 50 simulations.

Spatial patterns of spontaneous termination were dis-

tinguished according to three different classes of increasing

spatial complexity: spontaneous terminations involving

(i) a single extinction site, (ii) multiple extinction sites

located in the same atrium (denoted as unilateral termina-

tion pattern in the RA or the LA), and (iii) multiple

extinction sites located in both atria (bilateral termination

pattern). All simulations were manually classified. Bino-

mial tests were run to investigate which spatial patterns had

a statistically significant tendency to occur more frequently

(0.1% significance level).

3 Results

3.1 Duration of simulated atrial fibrillation episodes

Simulations of meandering AF were characterized by a

smaller number of fibrillatory wavefronts (6.0 ± 2.8) and a

smaller number of wavelets (2.1 ± 0.5) as compared with

multiple wavelet AF (7.8 ± 2.7 wavefronts and 5.1 ± 1.4

wavelets; differences were statistically significant, t test

p \ 0.01). Average AFCL of the meandering AF model

was 275.0 ± 53.0 ms, whereas the multiple wavelet model

had a faster dynamics with an average AFCL of 106.8 ±

39.8 ms. All 100 AF simulations performed in this study

self-terminated. Figure 2 shows the histogram of 50 AF

episode durations for each AF model. For the meandering

AF model, the median episode duration was 7.5 ± 3.9 s,

with four episodes lasting much longer than the others

(up to 45 s). For the multiple wavelet AF model, the

median values for episode duration were 47.1 ± 37.9 s.

The range of possible episode durations was much wider

than for the meandering AF model (Fig. 2b), and some

simulations could be sustained for more than 4 min before

spontaneous termination.

3.2 Examples of simulated spontaneous terminations

Figure 3 depicts an example of AF spontaneous termination as

simulated by the meandering AF model (for a movie illus-

trating wavelet dynamics, see Online Resource 1). Simulated

AF was characterized by broad wavefronts circulating slowly

on the atrial surface, since only 1 to 3 fibrillatory wavelets

(translating into approximately 6 wavefronts) could be

observed on the tissue, and periods with more than 2 wavelets

(e.g. t = -5,470 ms) were generally short. Approximately

2.5 s before termination, the number of wavelets present in the

tissue increased more durably (t = -2,450 ms). From this

point, several collisions between wavefronts progressively

decreased the complexity of the global activity (t =

-1,310 ms). A time t = -790 ms, several wavefronts were

still present in both atria, but a series of conduction blocks

occurred due to refractory regions (t = -710 ms, blocks

indicated by thick red lines). As a result, only one reentry still

survived in the RA, while the LA was already free from any

fibrillating activity (t = -460 ms). The last wave turned

rapidly before being blocked by its own refractory tail (t =

-380 ms, site of extinction indicated by a red star). At this

point, no more reentries were present in the tissue, and only a

uniform wavefront remained (t = -290 ms), propagating

from the RA to the LA appendage and finally leaving the tissue

free from any activity (t = -130 ms).

Figure 4 shows an example of AF spontaneous termi-

nation from the AF model of multiple wavelets (for a

movie illustrating wavelet dynamics, see Online Resource

2). Between 8 and 3 s before termination, AF was stable

and present on the whole atrial surface. The number of

fibrillatory wavelets was often above 5, and occasionally

up to 10, resulting in a globally installed complex

Fig. 2 Histograms of the

durations of the 50 episodes of

simulated AF for each AF

model. a Meandering AF

model. b Multiple wavelet AF

model
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Fig. 3 Maps of transmembrane potentials during simulated meander-

ing AF directly preceding spontaneous termination (see also Online

Resource 1). This example corresponds to the 8 s preceding sponta-

neous termination, and time 0 s corresponds to the exact instant when

no more electrical activation is observed on the atria. Continuous red

lines represent refractory blocks, red arrows represent the direction of

blocked wavefronts, and the red star shows the location of the last

extinction site. The top panel displays the atrial contribution to the

ECG (lead V1). The vertical bars represent the time instants of the

transmembrane potential maps (colour figure online)

Fig. 4 Maps of transmembrane potentials during simulated multiple

wavelet AF directly preceding spontaneous termination (see also

Online Resource 2). This example corresponds to the 8 s preceding

spontaneous termination, and time 0 s corresponds to the exact instant

when no more electrical activation is observed on the atria.

Continuous red lines represent refractory blocks, red arrows represent

the direction of blocked wavefronts, and the red star shows the

location of the last extinction site. The top panel displays the atrial

contribution to the ECG (lead V1). The vertical bars represent the

time instants of the transmembrane potential maps (colour figure

online)
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fibrillating activity. A collision of wavefronts in the LA

momentarily depolarizing a major portion of the atrium

could be observed 3 s before termination (t = -2,820 ms).

Nevertheless, fibrillating wavefronts still present in the RA

rapidly reinitiated AF in both atria and kept it stable for 2

more seconds. The termination process was observed in the

500 last milliseconds, as the number of wavelets progres-

sively decreased. This sudden change was caused by the

collision of multiple wavefronts in the RA (t = -490 ms).

Only one wavelet survived (black dashed circle) and spread

into the whole surface of the RA (t = -390 ms) before

annihilating itself on its refractory tail (t = -370 ms),

leaving the RA free from any reentry. One or two reentries

were still present in the LA (t = -280 ms), but tended to

be rapidly extinguished through refractory blocks. The last

reentry present in the pulmonary veins (t = -230 ms) was

finally blocked (t = -210 ms, site of extinction indicated

by a red star), creating a last uniform wavefront propa-

gating from LA to RA before total extinction.

3.3 Temporal analysis of spontaneous terminations

The temporal evolution of AFCL and #WF averaged over

the 50 AF termination episodes for the models of mean-

dering AF and multiple wavelet AF is presented in Fig. 5.

For the meandering AF model, termination was charac-

terized by a progressive increase in AFCL and decrease in

#WF several seconds before AF extinction (Fig. 5a). AFCL

started to increase about 3 s before termination globally,

but 800 ms earlier in the LA (sAFCL = 3,200 ms) than in

the RA (sAFCL = 2,400). During these three last seconds,

AFCL became significantly higher in the LA than in the

RA. In a similar way, #WF started to decrease 1,800 ms

earlier in the LA (s#WF = 3,000 ms) than in the RA

(s#WF = 1,200 ms).

Figure 5b depicts the mean temporal evolution of

spontaneous termination as observed in the multiple

wavelet AF model. Termination was again associated with

an increase in AFCL and a sudden decrease in the number

Fig. 5 Mean temporal evolution of AFCL and #WF in both atria

(solid line), in the RA alone (dashed line) and in the LA (dotted line)

during the 8 s preceding spontaneous termination. Instants when a

significant difference (p \ 0.001) could be observed between the RA

and the LA are highlighted in grey. a Meandering AF model.

b Multiple wavelet AF model
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of wavefronts circulating on the atria, but the timings

involved and the overall dynamics were different from the

meandering AF model. Dynamical changes in AFCL and

#WF triggering termination occurred at the same time in

the RA and the LA, and at a shorter time scale compared to

the meandering AF model (sAFCL = s#WF = 1,600 ms in

both atria). During this termination process, AFCL was

similar in the RA and the LA, although AFCL had a ten-

dency to be higher in the RA than in the LA. In addition,

there was more than 90% of the time a significantly higher

number of wavefronts in the RA than in the LA.

3.4 Spatial analysis of spontaneous terminations

The results of the spatial analysis are summarized in

Table 1 and Fig. 6. In the meandering AF model, a clear

asymmetry between both atria was found in the spatial

distribution of extinction sites. First, it was observed that

only five simulations presented termination patterns

involving multiple extinction sites located simultaneously

on both atria, which represents a significant tendency

towards unilateral termination patterns compared to bilat-

eral ones. Moreover, among the 45 unilateral terminations,

significantly more extinction sites were located in the RA

(N = 38) compared to the LA (N = 7). While the extinc-

tion sites of the LA were randomly distributed over the

whole atrium, those located in the RA tended to form

clusters around anatomical obstacles (Fig. 6a). This was

especially the case in the posterior part of the atrium, where

extinction sites were found to create clusters near the

inferior and superior vena cava. No preference for termi-

nation patterns involving a single or multiple extinction

sites could be observed across simulations.

The spatial asymmetry in termination dynamics

observed in the meandering AF model was not present in

the multiple wavelet AF model. Although unilateral ter-

minations were observed significantly more often than

bilateral ones, there was no preferred atrial side for ter-

mination to occur, as there was no statistical difference in

the number of extinction sites observed in each atrium

(Table 1). Figure 6b shows that extinction sites were uni-

formly distributed over the whole atrial surface, so that no

cluster of extinction sites possibly indicating a specific

termination pattern was found. Finally, there was no sta-

tistical preference for single or multiple simultaneous

extinction sites, as observed for the meandering AF model.

4 Discussion

Spontaneous termination of AF is difficult to observe, and

to investigate in detail. For this reason, only a few studies

have tried to describe the mechanisms underlying AF

spontaneous termination. This paper proposes a modeling

framework providing a detailed description of AF sponta-

neous termination in both temporal and spatial domains,

exploring two models of AF with different dynamics: the

type I meandering AF characterized by a low complexity

and the multiple wavelet AF with higher complexity (type

III).

Our study suggests that spontaneous termination mech-

anisms may differ depending on the dynamics of the AF

Table 1 Summary of the spatial analysis of spontaneous

terminations

Meandering

AF model

Multiple

wavelet

AF model

Total number of terminations 50 50

Number of terminations in RA 38 (25/13) 25 (14/16)

Number of terminations in LA 7 (5/2) 17 (11/6)

Number of bilateral terminations 5 8

Statistics

Termination in LA versus RA p \ 0.001 NS

Single versus multiple extinction sites NS NS

Unilateral versus bilateral terminations p \ 0.001 p \ 0.001

The number of terminations occurring in each atrium and for each AF

model is shown. The number of terminations through single/multiple

extinction site(s) is given between parenthesis

RA right atrium, LA left atrium, NS not statistically significant

Fig. 6 Spatial distribution of extinction sites for: a the model of

meandering AF b the AF model of multiple wavelet. Spontaneous

terminations sites corresponding to single extinction site (black dots),

multiple extinction sites located on the same atrium (black crosses),

and multiple extinction sites located on both atria (red triangles) are

indicated (colour figure online)
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considered, and especially its underlying complexity. This

conclusion is in agreement with the clinical and experi-

mental observation that AF complexity increases over time

together with AF episode durations [3, 21]. According to

our simulation results for low-complexity AF dynamics

(meandering AF), spontaneous termination episodes were

characterized temporally by a progressive increase in glo-

bal atrial organization with distinct timings in LA and RA,

termination being triggered earlier in the LA. Spatially, the

extinction sites of the last observed fibrillatory activity

were also asymmetrically distributed, with a bias towards

the RA, and a tendency to be clustered around anatomical

boundaries. This asymmetry suggests that the LA part of

the reentrant circuit followed by the meandering AF driver

is critical for AF maintenance. The relative size of the atria

and anatomical obstacles may also play a role (the RA is

16% larger than the LA in this model). Due to the small

number of driving wavelets, termination often resulted

from a collision with its refractory tail.

A temporal decoupling of the atria prior to termination

was already reported in clinical observations in human

patients with acute or persistent AF, where the earliest

detectable event occurred on average 4 s before termina-

tion with a significant increase of AFCL in the LA first,

followed by an increase in the RA only 1 s later [15]. In the

present study, timings for AFCL evolution were similar to

those clinical data. In addition, our modeling approach

provided information about wavefront propagation. The

propensity of extinction sites to be distributed asymmetri-

cally and near anatomical obstacles, however, could not be

demonstrated yet in clinical studies, although evidence of

interactions between AF waves and anatomical boundaries

during AF terminations has already been observed in

modeling and experimental studies [1, 10].

Spontaneous terminations in more complex simulated

AF such as the multiple wavelet AF took place in a less

predictable way and after longer AF duration. Detectable

changes before termination occurred only in the last 1–2 s

before termination (slightly more than the moving average

window length), indicating an abrupt and rapid process. In

addition, no difference in timings between LA and RA was

observed, or was it possible to find any recurrent spatial

pattern in reentry extinctions. This symmetry between LA

and RA is interpreted as a consequence of the existence of

multiple drivers for AF maintenance both in the LA and the

RA. The occurrence of termination through collision

between multiple wavefronts was more likely than in the

meandering AF model due to a larger number of wavelets

and a shorter wavelength.

These findings can be better interpreted in the light of

the long-lasting debate about possible mechanisms of AF

termination. Whether AF spontaneous termination is pre-

ceded by a progressive fusion of wavelets or involves a

simultaneous block of all wavelets present in the tissue

remains an open question, and past results were mixed.

Several studies revealed organization preceding spontane-

ous terminations [2, 15], while other studies did not [20].

No consensus was found about the appropriate time scale

of AF spontaneous termination, ranging from several

minutes [2] to 1 s [16]. In both AF models of the present

study, terminations at a single or multiple extinction sites

were equally likely to be observed. Therefore, the mecha-

nism of simultaneous blocks of multiple wavelets during

termination cannot be discarded. Nevertheless, some

gradual organization could be observed in both models,

although at different degrees depending on AF complexity.

In both AF models, spontaneous terminations more often

involved extinction sites located in one atrium only. This

lateralization of fibrillatory activity prior to termination

may be interpreted as an organizing sign, as one of the

atrium becomes free of AF before termination occurs.

Additional indicators of organization were observed in the

meandering AF model, such as the progressive decrease of

the number of wavefronts or the progressive increase in

global AFCL several seconds before termination. Less

complex AF may therefore terminate through more orga-

nized mechanisms.

The biophysical models of AF used in this study have

several limitations. First, both cell models used in this work

only provide approximated AF dynamics. Any further

modification of membrane kinetics (through ion channel

conductances) may alter AF dynamics, AF duration and the

mechanisms of spontaneous termination. The model of

multiple wavelet AF presents AFCL values between 100

and 110 ms, which is slightly shorter than reported clinical

values for highly complex AF [11]. In contrast, the

meandering AF model presents longer AFCL than standard

values. Moreover, the models did not include fibrosis or

anisotropy. Another limitation is that the atrial geometry

was based on a three-dimensional monolayer surface and

therefore did not take into account atrial tissue thickness.

Several three-dimensional anatomical structures such as

Bachmann’s bundle, pectinate muscles or crista terminalis

were not added to our monolayer geometry. This choice

was motivated by the need to assess the effect of more

fundamental anatomical structures such as valves or veins

on termination. In the case of simulated meandering AF,

the observed mechanisms of termination seem to be

consistent with what has been reported in the literature.

Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that anatomical

structures involved in interatrial communication such as

the Bachmann’s bundle might have important effects on

termination mechanisms under certain conditions. The

models of the present study only incorporate electrophys-

iological properties. Their spontaneous termination mech-

anisms can only be of electrophysiological origin. Other
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aspects, such as electromechanics (e.g. through coughing

or intra-atrial blood pressure) or the autonomous nervous

system are likely to play a role in the termination process

and their time scale may be different.

Our model represents a complementary approach to

provide detailed descriptions of spontaneous AF termina-

tion under controlled conditions and with sufficient repro-

ducibility. Despite the limitations imposed by their

simplifying hypotheses, computer models helped to uncover

fundamental mechanisms of cardiac excitations as well as to

teach the principles of cardiac electrophysiology [22]. A

better understanding of spontaneous AF termination will

hopefully lead to new therapeutic approaches that would

imitate natural termination by forcing AF activity towards

self-termination. As an example, a better description of the

spatial patterns preceding spontaneous terminations in AF

with low complexity could help finding preferential ana-

tomical areas for terminations to occur. Such knowledge

could lead to the development of refined ablation proce-

dures that would constrain fibrillatory wavefronts into a

controlled and robust termination process.
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